NOTICE TO FIRST YEAR (2023 COHORT) STUDENTS

REGISTRATION FOR RESIT/SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS FOR THE 2023/2024 ACADEMIC YEAR

This is to notify all First years (2023 cohort) students that due to the delay in disbursement of scholarship and HELB funds by the government, we wish to state as follows:

1. Students who have cleared fees for the academic year shall register for the resit/special examinations online in their students’ portal.

2. For students with fee balances, the resit/special examination registration shall be done manually by collecting and filling a ‘resit/special examination registration form’ from the respective Faculties.

3. Please NOTE that the resit/special examination fee MUST be fully paid for one to be allowed to register and sit for the examination(s).

For any enquiries, contact the University through: 0703839401 and raca@egerton.ac.ke.

REGISTRAR (ACADEMIC AFFAIRS)